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PRESS RELEASE 

ASKOLL EVA: COOLTRA ORDER FOR SCOOTER, BATTERIES AND CHARGERS  

WORTH AROUND 1.3 MILLION EUROS 

 

Dueville (VI), 20th January 2023 – Askoll EVA S.p.A., a leading company in the sustainable 
mobility market which develops, manufactures and markets e-bikes and e-scooters, as well 
as kits and components in the area of electric motors and batteries, announces that it has 

received a new order, for a total value of approximately €1.3 million, from Cooltra, Europe's 
leading two-wheeled sustainable mobility company with a fleet of more than 20,000 vehicles.   

The agreement provides 400 eS2 Sharing electric scooters, 80 extra batteries and 60 chargers 
within the first semester of 2023.  
 

The Askoll eS2 Sharing model has a power of 2,200 W and a maximum speed of 45 km/h. It is 

equipped with two lithium-ion batteries, which together have a capacity of 2,800 Wh, with a 

maximum range of around 80 km. The removable battery system of the Askoll EVA vehicles 
combines perfectly with the free-floating business model of Cooltra: the scooters are 
recharged by replacing the batteries in use with newly charged batteries so that "filling up 
with energy" takes just a few moments, guaranteeing the maximum efficiency of service of 
the entire road fleet. 
The Askoll eS2 Sharing 2.8 scooter is equipped with an electronic geolocation system and 
communication with the operations centre, which allows vehicle activation via a smartphone 
APP, unlocking the kickstand and opening the top box supplied with the vehicle where two 
helmets are housed for the driver and any passenger. 
 

Gian Franco Nanni, CEO of Askoll EVA, stated: “The new year started under the best auspices, 
given the new order from Cooltra. The new scooters will be used to strengthen their sharing 
fleet in Europe, ready to capture the renewed interest from consumers in sustainable mobility. 
However, we do not want to stop here, so we are working to close new distribution 
agreements in some strategic European markets and thus continue to lay the foundations for 
future growth. We are also looking for new commercial outlets in the sector of electrification 
kits - motor and battery - for electric mountain bikes. In this rapidly developing market, we at 
Askoll EVA are ready to seize all the opportunities that arise". 
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This press release is prepared for informational purposes only. It does not constitute an offer to the public or an invitation to subscribe for or 
purchase financial instruments in Italy or any other country in which such offer or solicitation would be subject to restrictions or authorisation by 
local authorities or otherwise prohibited by law. This press release may not be published, distributed or transmitted in the United States, Canada, 
Australia or Japan. The shares mentioned in this press release may not be offered or sold in Italy, the United States or any other jurisdiction without 
registration under the applicable provisions or an exemption from the obligation to register under the relevant conditions. The shares mentioned in 
this press release have not been. They will not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933 or the applicable laws in Italy, Australia, Canada, 
Japan or any other jurisdiction. There will be no public offering of the Company's shares in Italy, the United States, Australia, Canada, Japan, or 
elsewhere. 
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